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in this day and age in the Lower 48, true adventure is getting harder 

to find, and going out and getting lost is almost a thing of the past. 

Hermosa Tours has found a way to put this kind of uncertainty back 

in the Sonoran Desert, specifically in a one-hundred-mile section of the 

Arizona Trail that is nearly all singletrack. “Remote” barely describes the 

areas you’ll pedal across on a four-day trip through one of the most 

rugged deserts in the nation. The idea for Hermosa’s self-guided tour is 

for a group to set off without guides or trailside support, finding their 

own way to semi-supported camps each night. While the company 

transports your gear and sets up camp, you’re entirely on your own get-

ting there and doing the cooking.

Day one starts just outside Oracle, Arizona. The landscape is 
barren, having been scarred by fires. As desolate as it seems, it 
is full of life. Birds, lizards, javelinas and much more thrive among 
these hills. If you have ever experienced the cholla cactus, aka 

jumping cholla, you haven’t forgotten it. This cactus wages all-out 
war against your tires and body. It drops prickly grenades onto the 
trail, and if you accidently brush up against one, its stems detach 
and stick into skin or clothes, giving the impression that it jumped. 
You learn pretty quickly that if something grows or moves in the 
desert, avoid it at all costs. Day one also brushes up your route-
finding skills: seeing little traffic, the trail becomes faint in areas, 
and a GPS is a must. Rolling into camp that first evening brings a 
feeling of accomplishment just from surviving the day. 

Day two changes the scene dramatically. Fun, rolling, buff 
singletrack leads you out of camp. As you spend the day climb-
ing toward beautiful desert mountains, the trail begins to come 
into its own. You top out at a peak called the Prickly Nipple with 
amazing ridgetop views in every direction. You then get a rolling 
descent through saguaro cactuses all the way to camp two. Our 
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day ended with storms passing through the valley. The rain put 
the trail in prime condition, and the desert colors became more 
vibrant than ever. 

On day three you really start to get a sense of how remote you 
are while winding through amazing bench-cut singletrack. The 
day is spent riding through thick saguaros, which are ancient. One 
arm off of these towering cactuses can take up to seventy-five 
years to grow and weigh around a thousand pounds. Saguaros 
are highly protected and make you feel like you are in an Old West 
movie as they stand along the trail like sentinels of the desert. The 
Gila River guides you throughout the day toward camp, which 
hands-down is one of the best desert campsites I have ever been 
to. Hermosa Tours purchased a four-wheel drive van specifically to 
get our gear into this camp. The sunset in this rock-rimmed valley 
was incredible. 

The last day, you find yourself in the best scenery. You begin 
climbing up into the Gila Canyons and, as you get deep into them, 
huge desert rock spires rise up out of the landscape. Match that 
with more saguaros and more amazing bench-cut singletrack, 
and it’s hard to notice the miles ticking away under your wheels. 
Several false summits finally give way to another long descent into 
Superior, Arizona, at Picketpost Mountain Trailhead. 

Hermosa Tours has found a diamond in the rough. This trail 
throws everything it has at you and still leaves you feeling fulfilled. 
All the thorns and spines you have pulled out of yourself or your 
tires start to fade away with the accomplishment of finishing. 
The beauty, adventure and good company around campfires 
will forever remain vivid. If this sounds like an adventure for you, 
more information on this and other tour locations can be found at 
hermosatours.net.
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